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1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote by Li the Banach algebra of absolutely (Lebesgue) integrable 
functions on the real line, with the usual operations of addition and 
scalar multiplication, with multiplication defined by convolution; 
(f * id4 = l-“m f(x - t> At) 4 and with the norm of an element f ELM 
defined by I] f 11 = s_mm 1 f (t)l dt. As usual, we identify functions which are 
equal almost everywhere. For f EP, the Fourier transformf of f is defined by 
f(x) = sza eiztf(t) dt. 
I f  K(t), - 03 < t < + CO, is a function of bounded variation on the 
real line, then the operator TK : L1 + L1, defined by 
Tdf> (~1 = lrn fh - t)dK(tL -cc 
is a bounded linear operator which commutes with convolution in the sense 
that TK( f * g) = f t T,(g) = g * TK( f) for all f, g E L1 and 
II TKII = j-m I dW)I . --io 
(The integral is taken in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense and sz- I dK(t)l is the 
total variation of K as a set function.) It is known that this is the most general 
type of bounded operator which commutes with convolution. More precisely, 
if T is a bounded operator which commutes with convolution, then there 
exists a function K(t) of bounded variation on the entire line, such that 
T(f) (4 = .k:mf(x - t) dK(t) f  or allfeLl and 11 T/I = sym 1 dK(t)l . (Note 
that T need not be assumed linear, this fact being implied by the conclusion.) 
Thus, if T is a bounded (linear) operator which commutes with convolution, 
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one can define the Fourier transform F of T by p(x) = s-“m eiZt dK(t), where 
K(t) is the function of bounded variation associated with T. This definition 
generalizes the Fourier transform of an L1 function, for if f E L1, the function 
w = sLof(4 d u is of bounded variation and f(x) = l-“m eiat dF(t). 
In the paper, we investigate some generalizations of these ideas. We show, 
for instance, that any closed operator defined on a dense subspace of L1 and 
commuting with convolution (in a sense to be made precise later) is necessarily 
linear and has a Fourier transform (which includes the Fourier transforms 
mentioned above). With the aid of a theorem of Bochner, new necessary and 
sufficient conditions are derived in order that a continuous function on the 
real line be the Fourier transform of a function of bounded variation. The 
ideas considered here are also closely related to “factor theory” for Fourier 
transforms. This connection, as well as the above mentioned results, are 
contained in Section 2. The brief second section contains an application to 
semigroup theory. 
2. OPERATORS WHICH COMMUTE WITH CONVOLUTION AND THEIR TRANSFORMS 
DEFINITION 2. I. Let X be the class of closed operators A such that 
(i) the domain of A(D(A)) is a dense subspace of L1. 
(ii) A commutes with convolution in the sense that if f~ D(A) and 
MEL’, thenfcgED(A) andA(f*g)=A(f)*g=g*A(f). 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let 4 be a function of bounded variation on (- 03, co) 
and define A by A(f) (x) = J-“mf(~ - t) d+(t), f ELM. Then A is a bounded 
linear operator, D(A) = L1 and /I A 11 = szrn 1 d+(t)/ . 
(2) Consider the set of all function f E L1 such that f’ exists and f’ E Lx. 
DefineAbyA(f) =f’.Th en it is easy to check that if g E Ll, (f * g)' exists, 
and (f*g>' =f' *g. Th us, A(f *g) = (f *g)’ =f’ *g = A(f) *g. It is 
also easily verified that A is closed. 
(3) Suppose Tt , t > 0 is a semigroup of bounded linear operators such 
that each T, commutes with convolution. Assume, also, that Tt is of class 
(C’s}; i.e., there exist constants M > 0 and U, such that 11 T, Ij < Mewt, t > 0. 
Then the infinitesimal generator A is a closed linear operator with D(A) dense 
in L1. Moreover, if f E D(A) and g ELM, then 
g*A(f)=g*h-7 Th(f) -f = limg * T’(f) -f 
h&O h 
= lim Th(f*g) -f *g = A(f*g). 
h&O h 
Thus, A belongs to the class X. 
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We are now going to show that with each operator A in class X, we can 
e a unique continuous function X(x) such that for all f E D(A), 
A(f 164 = Wfb(x). M oreover, if A is bounded, then h(x) will be the usual 
Fourier transform. We need first a well-known result which we present as a 
lemma. For the sake of completeness and for later reference, we include the 
proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I be an ideal in L1 and for each n let e, be the function 
e,(t) = $ - ’ -n:T ” , -a3<<<<. 
Then I is dense if, and only if, it contains the sequence {e,,(t)}. 
Proof. The sequence {en(t)} is a so-called “approximate identity” in L1. 
Therefore, if 1 contains the sequence (e,(t)} and f is any element of Ll, we 
havellf *e, -fIj-+O as n + co. But f * e,, E I, since I is an ideal and, hence, 
I is dense. 
The proof of the converse uses a fairly standard argument (see [2], pp. 40- 
41). For each real A, let MA = {f EL1 If(A) = O}. Then each M,, is a closed 
maximal ideal in L1, and since I is dense, we must have that for every A, 
IQ Mh . Fix the interval [- n, n]. For each h E [- n, n], there is a function 
fA E I such that fA(A) # 0. Set gA(t) = fA(- t). Then &(x) =pn(x). If we 
now let h, = g, * fA , then hh E I and /z,(x) = &$(x)fLh(x) = 1 fA(x)j2 > 0 and 
h,(h) > 0. Therefore, h*(,(x) > 0 for all x in some neighborhood of A. By the 
Heine-Bore1 theorem, the interval [- n, n] can be covered by a finite number 
of these neighborhoods say iVA, ,..., NA, . Let h = AAl + **a + hAm. Then 
h EI and &CC) > 0 for - n < x < n. Hence, there is a K ELM, such that 
l/h(x) = i(x) for - n < x < n. Then &(x)/&x) = &n(x) A(x) for all x, 
since B,(x) vanishes outside [- n, n]. In fact, 
1-H -n<x<n 
71 ’ 
i&(x) = 
0, 1x1 >n. 
Thus, e, = e,, * k * h, and since h E I, e, E I. We can now prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an operator of the class X. Then there exists a 
e continuous function h(x), - co < x < 00, such that for all f E D(A), 
A(f) (4 = W3W A( x is called the Fourier transform of A. 1 
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Proof. It should be noted, first of all, that by property (iii) of Definition 
2.1, D(A) is a dense ideal. Hence, by the lemma, D(A) contains the sequence 
{e,(t)}. By the above proof, D(A) also contains for each R = 1, 2,... a function 
ha, such that ha(~) > 0 for - R < x < R. Therefore, 
A(e, * hR) = h, * A(e,) = e, * A(h,). 
But A(e, * AR) --t A(h,) as n + 03. Therefore, AR(x) Aa (x) converges uni- 
formly in the interval [- R, R], and it then follows that A% (3) con- 
verges uniformly on [- R, R] to a function, say AR(x). Hence, A&$(x) 
converges uniformly onxy finite in21 to a continuous *n h(x). 
Now if f  E D(A), A(f * en> (4 = A(f) (4 4&4 = I%) 44 (4. But 
42 (4 4L(x) - 43 (4 and 364 &$ (4 -&4 Xx), 
so AQ) (3~) = h(x)f((x) for all f  E D(A). 
To show that h(x) is unique, let us assx that there is another 
function h,(x) such that for all f  E D(A), A(f) (x) = h,(x) 3(x). Then 
h,(x)3((x) = h(x)!(x) for all f  E D(A). H owever, D(A) contains {e,> for every 
n, so we have 
4,(4 44 = 444 Ux) for all n = 1, 2,... . 
But since e,(x) + 0 on (- n, n), we have that h(x) = A,(x) for all x E (- n, n) 
and for each it, so A(x) = h,(x) for all x. 
Notice that it follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that A is linear on 
WV* 
We can also derive the following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Two different operators from the class X cannot have the same 
Fourier transform. 
Proof. If A E X, we denote the Fourier transform of A by d. Now sup- 
pose that A, B E X and thatA) = B(z) = X(x). D(Aw D(B) both con- 
tain sequence {e,}. Hence, A(e,) (x) = h(x) 2,(x), and B(e,J (LY) = h(x) e,(x). 
Consequently, A(e,) = B(e,). Now let f  E D(A). Then 
A( f  t e,) = f  * A(e,) = f  * B(e,) = B( f  * e,). 
But f  * e, +f and A( f  * e,) + A(f). Since B is closed, this implies that 
f  E D(B) and B(f) = A( f  ). Hence, D(A) C D(B). Reversing the roles of 
A and B shows that D(A) = D(B) and A(f) = B(f) on their common 
domain. 
The next two theorems concern the transforms of sums and products of 
operators. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let A, B E X and suppose that D(A) n D(B) is dense. 
&fine A + B by (A + B) (f) = A(f) + B(f), fx(A) n D(B). Then 
if A + B is closed, it belongs to the class X and A + B = a + &. 
Proof. (A + B)(f) = A(f) + B(f), so 
(A +qCf 164 = A%? (4 + B% (4 = Wi(x> + h(x)fk) 
= W) + w1A4 
for all f  E D(A + B). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A, B E X and supposAthat (i) R(B) C D(A) and (ii) 
AB is a closed operator. Then AB E X and AB = d& 
Proof. D(AB) = {f 1 f E D(B) and B(f) E D(A)} is an ideal, and AB 
commutes with convolution. The proof then follows from Theorem 2.1. 
The next theorem concerns the range of the operator A. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose A E X. Then R(A) is dense in L1 if, and only ;f, 
the Fourier transform of A never vanishes. 
Proof. Assume that R(A) is dense and that for some x,, , X(x,) = 0, where 
h(x) = a(x). Then if g E R(A), j(xs) = 0 so that R(A) is contained in the 
closed maximal ideal MS, and this is a contradiction. 
Conversely, assume h(x) never vanishes but that R(A) is not dense. Then 
R(A) + Ll. Hence, R(A) is a closed, proper ideal and, therefore, is con- 
tained in some maximal ideal M,, . This means 6(x0) = 0 for all g E R(A). 
But since h(x)!(x) = f(x) for all f  E D(A), and X(x) never vanishes, we must 
havef(x,) = 0 for all f  E D(A); th us, D(A) cannot be dense. This is, however, 
a contradiction. 
The following corollary follows directly from the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If,A E X then A  ^ (x) never vanishes if f  A--l exists and 
A-l E X. Moreover, A-1 = l/A. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let h(x), - CO < x < CO be a continuous function. A 
necessary and suficient condition that h(x)-&(x) be the Fourier transform of an 
L1 function for all f  in a dense subset of L1 is that h(x) be the Fourier transform 
of an operator belonging to class X. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. To prove the necessity we simply 
observe that { f  1 h(x)!(x) = g(x) for someg E L1} is a dense ideal inL1. Hence, 
if we define A(f) = g, it is routine to check that A E X, and a(x) = X(x). 
The following corollary states a necessary and sufficient condition in 
order that h(x) be the Fourier transform of an operator of class X. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that X(x) is continuous on (- CQ, co). Then 
X(x) is the Fourier transform of an operator from class X ;f, and only if, for each n, 
the function g, defined by g,(u) = jzn e-iU%4(x) &n(x) dx belongs to L1. 
Proof. If g, E Ll for each n, then by the inversion formula for the Fourier 
transform, (1/2r)jn(x) = h(x) &(x). By Theorem 2.6, h(x) is the Fourier 
transform of an operator from class X. Conversely, if h(x) is the Fourier 
transform of an operator from class X, then there is a dense ideal I, such that 
for all f  ~1, X(x)f(x) is a F ourier transform. But I contains the sequence 
W, so A( > n ( ) . x e, x is t e h t ransform of a function g, E L1 and this is precisely 
the stated condition. 
For the case of bounded operators which commute with convolution, 
Bochner proved the following theorem. (See [l], pp. 271-276.) 
THEOREM (Bochner). In order that a continuous function X(x), 
- CO < x < CO be the Fourier transform of a bounded operator A E X, such 
that Ij A jl < M, the following condition is necessary and sufficient: For any set 
of n complex numbers c1 , c2 ,..., c, and any set of real numbers x1 , x2 ,..., x,, , 
(*I 
Our methods enable us to give a different characterization of transforms of 
bounded operators from the class X. This result is the final theorem in this 
section. 
THEOREM 2.7. In order that the continuous function X(x) be the Fourier 
transform of a bounded operator A, from class X, such that 11 A 11 < M, the 
following condition is necessary and suficient : For each n, the function 
e-iuzA(x) e,(x) dx 
belongs to L1 and /[ g,, jl < M. 
Proof. If h(x) is the transform of the bounded operator A E X, then 
there is a function K(t) of bounded variation, such that h(x) = I:., eiGt dK(t) 
and II A 11 = sz- ( dK(t)/ . Hence, 
1 mn zz- 
I s 27r --m --n 
e-i+(u-t)&(x) dx dK(t) = J”, e,(u - t) dK(t) 
Ilg, II < /yrn/Irn I e& - t)l du I dK(t)l G ll A II . 
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Conversely, suppose there is a constant M, such that I[ g, I/ < M. Let 
cr , cs ,..., c, be arbitrary complex numbers and x1 , xa ,..., x,,, arbitrary real 
numbers. Then since each g, E L1, X(x) &n(x) = fTa eiztg,(t) dt. Hence, 
j il ckA(xk) ~J-c~) ) = 1 jFl ck Jym e+%(t) dt ) 
Hence, for each n, we have the inequality 
Since e,(x) + 1 as n + co for each x, we let n--f co on the left side of the 
inequality, to obtain 
By Bochner’s theorem, A(x) is the Fourier transform of a bounded operator A 
such that (1 A 11 < M. 
3. AN APPLICATION TO SEMIGROUP THEORY 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose T, , t > 0 is a semigroup of class (Co}. Then the 
injnitesimal generator A belongs to X and T,(x) = e”(=), where A(x) = h(x). 
Proof. We have already seen (Example 3, Section 2) that A E X. If we’let 
CL+; t> = f’,(x), th en it is trivial to check that ~(x; tl + tz) = p(x; tl) p(a&) 
for all t, , t, > 0 and all x. The rest of the proof then follows from the defini- 
tion of the infinitesimal generator. 
For examples and further references concerning semigroups of bounded 
linear operators which commute with convolution, one can see [3], pp. 578- 
580. Our final result characterizes those Fourier transforms from class X 
which are Fourier transforms of infinitesimal generators of semigroups of 
class {C,}. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let h(x), - co < x < 00 be a continuous function. Then 
in order that A(x) be the Fourier transform of the infinitesimal generator of a 
semigroup class {C,}, such that 11 T, /I < Mewt, the following two conditions are 
necessary and suficient: 
(i) for each n and t > 0 the function&,(U) = 1/2rr jrn e-iUaetn’e)&(x) dx 
belongs to L1, 
(ii) I/ ht 11 < M@, t > 0. 
Proof. The condition is necessary, for if h(x) is the Fourier transform of 
the infinitesimal generator A, then by the previous theorem, Ft(x) = etA@). 
Moreover, j T,(x)1 = / etA(“) 1 < 11 T, 11 < Mewt. Since etA(“) is the Fourier 
transform of a bounded operator for each t > 0, Theorem 2.7 applies, and 
we have that c#J~(u) = Fn e-iu3cetA(z)Zn(x) dx ELM and 11 $n,t II < Meut, t 3 0. 
On the other hand, if conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then etA@) is the 
Fourier transform of a bounded operator T, for each t 3 0. The fact that T, 
has the semigroup property is obvious and (ii) tells us that II T, 11 < Mewt. 
Since T, is strongly measurable, it is strongly continuous. (See [3], p. 577.) 
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